Mississippi Department of Marine Resources and Mississippi Gulf Fishing Banks, Inc.


Summary
During this period there was one construction trip on FH-14.

On August 20, DMR met Matthews Marine on site at FH-14 to deploy a derelict vessel that was sunk near Pass Marine Light. The derelict vessel is small 42’ in length x 18’ in width x 4’ in height oyster work barge. The small work barge or “Shaw Barge” had pipe running on the side and on top of the barge. The side scan shows the barge landed upright when it hit the bottom. The height off the bottom of the barge and the pipe structure is 12’. The surrounding water depth is 32’. This deployment did not cost MGFB anything, the Derelict Vessel Program paid for the deployment.

030820 414FH14 Shaw Barge
Position: 30 12.271/88 49.848
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